Check-Up Online
B2B inspection constructor

Software package
For remote inspections
safety of collateral,
leasing items,
online sale of
insurance products

settlement of damage,
examination of the business
of borrowers and
counterparties

assets and insurance objects
The solution is recognized and has proven itself as an excellent in many countries
check-up-online.ru

Check-Up Online
B2B inspection constructor

Survey with Check-Up Online :

Client or a partner

Client, a partner and
Check-Up Online

Server and administrative
panel Check-Up
Online for financial
organization

Conversion of reporting to
PDF or online reporting to
regulatory authorities

Express vehicle inspection takes 2 minutes, and verification takes 30 seconds
.

Inspection of transport, specialty vehicles, real estate, industrial and office premises, operating activities facts,
housing, documents and other assets, as well as confirmation of residence and employment with protection from
fraudulent activities.

Check-Up Online
B2B inspection constructor

Objectivity and control :

Photos and videos are created
directly in the mobile app

Inspection by flexible, but
prepared in advance scenario

The ID of device determined
during user registration and
survey creation

The date and time of
each inspection step is
recorded

Multistage protection from
GPS substitution software's

The data is transmitted to
the server and encrypted
online

Our clients are the largest financial institutions, and small companies, such as: JSC "Rosselkhozbank", Pervouralsk
Bank, LC "Stone21".

Impressive opportunities :
Prevents
frauds

Simplifies monitoring
of pledges and
insurance objects

Preserves
millions

Increases
payment
discipline

Helps to
make the right
decision

Creates
synergy.
.

Сheck-up online – is a cheap, economical, simple, efficient and relevant decision.

Interact with you customer using a mobile app, which we brand for your company free!

Case 1. Inspection of the
insurance object, pledge, leased
asset

Check-Up Online

Financial
organization

Object selection and
inspection template

Client

Created or verified a user
Created or selected an object and
inspection template

Staging a task

Set a task to pass the inspection
Receives a task for inspection

Creation of
inspection

Creates a report by going through the steps in
accordance with the inspection template, if
necessary, leaving comments and, if allowed,
skips steps or adds new ones

Result
verification

Receives inspection notification
Evaluates the results, sending the selected
steps for revision if necessary.
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Sending
invitations,
object selection and
inspection template

Staging of a task

Case 2. Business inspection
Financial
organization
Sent an invitation to install the application in sms
or WhatsApp

Client

Registered in the application on his own or using
the received identification number

Set tasks for passing the inspection of the office,
employees, documents (contracts with employees,
suppliers and buyers), production, retail premises
and other facts confirming and characterizing the
actual activity
Receives a task

Creation of the
inspection
Result
verification

Creates one or more reports step by step
according to instructions and visual cues

Evaluates the results, if necessary, sending the
selected steps for revision

Receives notification about the
completion of tasks
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Case 3. Proof of employment,
residence and mortgage
real estate
Financial
organization

Sending
invitations,
object selection and
inspection template
Staging of a task

Sent an invitation to install the application in sms
or WhatsApp
Registered in the application using the received
identification number
Set tasks for the examination of the place of
work, place of residence, documents
confirming employment and income.

Creation of the
inspection

Result
verification

Client

Receives tasks
Creates reports moving step by step in
accordance with templates, leaving comments
if necessary and, if allowed, skips steps or adds
new ones

Evaluates the results, if necessary, sending the
selected steps for revision.

Receives notification about the
completion of tasks

Inspection of the pledge or insurance object

Within the framework of inspections, you can create photos, videos, AI scanning of documents, fill out
configurable forms on the server - fillable text and information fields, selectors with a search and a dropdown list of values, check boxes, radio buttons with a choice of values, repetition of steps and inspection
processes.
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Business and operating activities inspection
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Functional clusters for banks

Remote inspection of the property before processing credit and leasing documentation An effective
tool that allows you to get a high-quality and objective view of a potential collateral or leased asset.
Visual control and verification of the process of processing credit or leasing documents, incl. before
transferring funds to the seller when registering an auto loan or leasing transaction.
Remote visual fixation of signing of surety agreements and identification of signers, incl. for use as an
additional evidence base.
Standardization of the inspection process carried out by employees of a bank, leasing company or
surveyors, assistance in visual inspection of the business of corporate borrowers.
Objective assessment of the condition of the pledged object at the time of seizure and remote
inspection of the seized by the appraisers according to the appraisal company's templates.
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Functional clusters for insurance company

Remote inspections for online sale of insurance products.
Monitoring the conditions of insurance objects.
Online damage settlement
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Impressive functionality
For administrator

Objects
constructor

Inspection
constructor

You can create any types of
inspection objects in the
constructor without involving
developers - cars, special
equipment,
real
estate,
business
inspection,
documents, etc.

Create
any
inspection
scenarios in the constructor
with
text
and
photo
instructions that are intuitive
for the user of the mobile
application.

Flexibility
Customize each step of the
inspection - the required
step, permission to create
multiple media files within a
step, permission to add a
new step, and others.
.

Information security (Cyber-security):
- The software package can be deployed in the cloud (Saas), or on the client's own equipment (surrounded by a
financial institution).

- For each client, we deploy a personal software package (hereinafter referred to as the PC) in a separate server
directory, all processing server files and media files are stored in this directory. Each individual PC does not affect or
interact with other deployed PCs.

Impressive functionality
For administrator

Inspection
templates
Use
private
and
public
inspection
templates.
The
private
template
becomes
available to the user of the
mobile application only after
setting the task for inspection.

Targetsetting
The user of the mobile
application can initiate an
inspection himself from the
available templates, or the
administrator can set a task to
pass the inspection.

Feedback
Submit non-descriptive steps
for revision, adding instructions
and comments to them.

Information security (cyber-security) . For each client, we create a separate PC database, isolated from the databases of
other clients, which excludes unauthorized access to the data of other PCs.

Impressive functionality
for mobile application users

Intuitively
clear interface

Preview of media files
before uploading

Notices and instructions

Ability to leave
comments on photos
and videos

Ability to add, skip steps
and leave comments

A set of options for
interaction with the
administrator

Contact details

Check-Up Online

When interacting with clients and inspections, the use of the
solution receives a positive response and understanding, both
from potential and current customers.

Alexey Murashko
+7 (903) 720 97 70
mao@check-up-online.ru
check-up-online.ru

In confirmation of the above, we offer you a free pilot – enjoy
all the advantages of our solution in the field
I kindly ask you to set the date and time of the meeting for the
presentation of the functionality of the software package.

Product subscription includes :
- Free branded application for your bank
- Payment of a monthly license fee and the cost of storing data on rented servers (data can be stored on a server
of a financial institution). Reports, the number of installed mobile applications and similar parameters are not
charged.

- Technical support and updates for new versions.

